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Our current customers are European and US manufacturers of mandrel built rubber products.  They 
are known for manufacturing high quality products (including custom built specialties) and their 
engineering excellence. The manufacturing of these products is typically labor intensive and requires 
skilled labor. To reduce their labor costs some of them have part of their production located in Asia 
where labor used to be low cost. However in recent years the labor costs in Asia are rising rapidly (e.g. 
labor costs in China increase with 17% per year). Furthermore, it becomes more difficult to find skilled 
labor and to keep them after you educated them (turnover rates keep increasing).  For these reasons 
many European and US manufacturers are looking towards alternative production locations where 
labor is still cheap. Our customers don’t believe that this is a long-term sustainable solution. They 
share our vision that to be competitive in this global market you must be able to manufacture for your 
local market.  This requires processes which are less dependent on labor costs and skilled workers.  

Conventional automation is characterized by a sequence of repetitive handlings to produce one 
specific product really efficiently. However, our customers manufacture a range of products with 
varying dimensions and specifications. Does this mean that automation of mandrel-built product 
manufacturing is not possible? 

In recent projects TANIQ has automated the design and production process of complex mandrel-built 
products.  However, if automation would only mean that manual handlings will be reproduced by 
robots the effects would be minimal. The fact that you can use a robot also means you will be able to 
place materials very accurately which was impossible by manual labor. This means that you have 
possibilities to optimize your product design and production process. Working together with 
manufacturers and combining their know-how with our technology enabled to redesign their products 
using up to 75% less reinforcement material.  The technique was captured in customized design 
software which now enables their engineers to make new designs themselves.  The engineers can 
upload the production program directly to the robot on the work floor.  The robot can be operated by a 
single (low skilled) operator.  The robot places all material layers (rubber, reinforcement and pressure 
tape) very fast and accurate on the product mandrel. This way we have managed to save up to 80% of 
labor costs.   

The use of customized design software in combination with robotic production provides you a flexible 
production solution for making high-margin mandrel-built products.   

 

For more information contact TANIQ at s.blomaard@taniq.com or (+31)10-415-6170. 
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